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Abstract

the three-dimensional search area

In this paper, we propose an efficient technique for
tracking three-dimensional palm motion, which is captured by two cameras.
If we perform template matching independently for
each image, two points in two images do not always
correspond to each other. Thus we propose to set
the search area in the three-dimensional space, not in
image planes, so that we can find the correct correspondences. The three-dimensional coordinates of the
search area are projected on each image plane. We
perform template matching at the projected point in
each image. We add those two similarities and use it as
a similarity at the three-dimensional coordinates. We
search for the position that has the maximum similarity in the search area.
When hands are crossing, we cannot track an occluded palm because the palm region is occluded by
an occluding palm. Still at that situation we can track
arm regions. We use the arm tracking result to solve
the occlusion of hands.
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Figure 1: Search area and projected points

Introduction

Computer analysis of gestures has been widely studied to provide a natural interface in human-computer
interaction [I, 2, 31. Hand gesture recognition, in particular, has many promising applications that provide
new means of manipulation in artificial and virtual environments.
The methods with sensors or markers can recognize hand gesture accurately and computational cost is
low. Attaching sensors or markers, however, becomes
a burden for users. Therefore the methods with using image processing are widely studied. An image has
only two-dimensional information but we need threedimensional information for recognizing detailed hand
gestures. Thus three-dimensional hand models or multiple cameras are used for tracking.
In this paper, we propose a palm tracking technique
based on a constraint of three-dimensional continuity.
The outline of the tracking procedure we propose is
illustrated in Figure 1. In the proposed method we
set the search area in the three-dimensional space and
project that area into each image. We perform template matching on the projected point in each image,
search for the position that has the maximum similarity in the search area, and we obtain the correct
corresponding result.
When hands are crossing, we cannot track an occluded palm because the palm region is occluded by

an occluding palm. Still a t that situation we can track
arm regions. We use the arm tracking result t o solve
the occlusion of hands.
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2.1

Outline of the System
System Configuration

The main elements of the experimental environment
are two video cameras (SONY DCR-VX1000). The
distance of the baseline between two cameras is set to
0.25m. A subject is asked to move his/her hand and
keep the palm in the direction of the cameras. The
subject is positioned a t a distance of 2.4m from the
baseline. To simplify the detection of the initial position of the hand, the subject is asked to keep the face
and hands not to overlap in the image. The system
tracks the palm motion in stereo from an image sequence; each image is captured a t the video frame rate
of 30Hz with the resolution of 320 x 240 pixels.

2.2

Outline of the Procedure

Our hand tracking procedure consists of the following steps: 1. camera calibration, 2. initialization of

template, 3. computing the three-dimensional trajectory, 4. palm motion tracking, 5. arm motion tracking,
and 6. return to the 4th step.
For measuring the three dimensions of an object,
we need the internal and external camera calibration
before three dimensional measurements. From image
correspondences between two views of an object with
known size, we estimate the camera parameters such
as the orientation and position of each camera.
Let (x, y, z) be an object point, (XI,y') be the corresponding image point. Then, the transformation between the object and image point is represented by the
camera parameters si [4]:

the search area changes appropriately according to the
three-dimensional position of the moving object.
We set the size of the search area by considering the
constraint of the continuity of the hand location. Because the location of the hand does not change abruptly
between consecutive frames that are captured at every
1/30 second, we can restrict the search area of the next
location of the hand to the neighborhood of the current location. We can also limit the area by predicting
the next position from the positions in the last three
frames.
Then, we set the size of the search area f3cm from
the predicted position for each xyz axis.

3.2

Thus, we can obtain the camera parameters by solving the above equations for each camera.
We set the initial template in the left image firstly,
and the template is used for setting it in the right image.
The subject is asked to keep their hands from their
face so that we can easily separate the hand region and
the face region in the image.
The initial shape of the template is determined
as follows: First, we transform the input image into
YCrCb color space to extract skin color regions [5].
Next, we make a silhouette image by thresholding the
subtraction image between the input image and the
background image. We find face and hand regions from
the skin color segmentation image and the silhouette
image. For the hand region we search for such the
biggest square inside that all the pixels are white, and
set the square as the initial template for the hand.
After we locate the initial template in the left image,
we set the initial template in the right image by considering the correspondence between the right and left images. If we set the templates independently in the two
views, we might estimate inaccurate three-dimensional
positions.
The initial position of the right template is determined under the epipolar constraint. The epipolar line
is calculated by substituting the center coordinates of
the left template into Equations (1) and (2). We locate the right template by template matching along
the epipolar line.
From the initial positions in the right and left image
and the camera parameters, we calculate the threedimensional coordinates of the hand. We make use of
it for the tracking procedure.
In the following sections, we will explain palm and
arm tracking procedure in detail.

3
3.1

Palm Tracking Procedure
Search Area

We determine the search area not in the image plane,
but in the three-dimensional space. If we determined
the search area in the image plane, it would be difficult
to f h d the appropriate size of the search area. Even
if we set the size of the search area to be constant in
the three-dimensional space, its appearance changes in
a two-dimensional image. Therefore we set the search
area in the three-dimensional space so that the size of

Tracking Interval

We call the distance between the two consecutive
three-dimensional points in the search area as the
tracking interval (Figure 1). If we set the tracking interval short, we can obtain the accurate tracking results. However the computational costs increase
and most operations are useless because the projected
points in the image plane stay a t the same locations
while the tracking points move in the three-dimensional
space (Figure 2(a)). Conversely, if we set the tracking interval long, we may skip the appropriate position
(Figure 2(b)). In this study, we set the suitable tracking interval experimentally.
To determine the tracking" interval. we use camera parameters and the initial position of the hand.
We substitute these values into Equations(l)(2), and
search for such a tracking interval that changes the locations of the projected points. As a result, O.lcm is
necessary in x and y directions, and 0.5cm in z. Thus
we set the tracking interval to be 0.lcm.

3.3

Similarity

We define dissimilarity D(x, y) for template matching between an image f (x, y) and a template g(x, y):

where T, and T, are the width and height of the template, respectively. The template is given by the current image.
Now, let p = (x,y,z) be the matching point,
(XR,y ~ be) the projected point of p in the right image,
and (xL,yL) in the left. The similarity of the point p
is defined as

We determine the location of the hand by finding
such location (x, y, z) that gives the maximum value
of S(x, y, z). We usually find many points which have
the same value of S(x, y,z) because there are multiple
points that are projected onto the same position in an
image. Thus, we determine the location of the hand
by calculating the center of the points which have the
maximum value.

3.4

Experimental Result

We track the palm motion with two kinds of methods and compare the results to show the effectiveness
of the proposed method.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the tracking results

Method 1 is the proposed method.
Method 2 performs template matching independently in each image without the epipolar constraint and calculates the three-dimensional position by the tracking results in image planes.
We examine the correspondence between two images
for all frames and show the results in Table 1. The ratio
of the incorrect correspondence between two images
is reduced from 41% to 12% by using the proposed
method. The average time of the proposed method is
0.27 second per frame, and 0.91 second for Method 2.
We can see that the proposed method can restrict the
search area efficiently and track the three-dimensional
motion accurately.
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Arm Tracking Procedure

We track the right and left hands with the method
explained in the previous section. However, when
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hands are crossing, we cannot track an occluded palm.
Figure 4 shows a mistracking result. For solving the
problem of the occlusion, we need to consider the following three points: 1. Which hand is occluded and
when? 2. When is the occluded hand found again in
an image?
3. How to resume tracking the hand?
For solving these problems, we use the arm tracking
results. At that situation we can track arm regions
because most region of the arms can be found in the
image.
We track arm motion by template matching with
Equation(3) for the left image sequence. The arm template has the following informations: the point of the
elbow (x,, ye), the point of the palm (x,, y,), the length
1 of the template, and the slope 8 of the template. We
rotate the template with the center a t (x,, ye), and calculate the dissimilarity by changing (x,, ye) and 8. We
set the arm position by finding the minimum dissimilarity.
Next, we explain the procedure which solves the occlusion problems. When the palm templates overlap,
we start this procedure. Since we calculate the threedimensional positions of each hand, it is possible to
determine which hand is in front when hands are crossing. However, it is difficult to determine that in such
a case as the left and right hand have similar depths.
Therefore we use the similarity of the palm tracking result. The dissimilarity of the occluded hand increases
suddenly while the dissimilarity of the occluding hand
does not change much. So we can determine which
hand is occluded by comparing the dissimilarities. If
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Figure 4: Palm tracking results without arm tracking
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Figure 5: Palm tracking results with arm tracking

the occluded hand is determined, we stop updating the
palm template of the occluded hand and store the palm
template of the previous frame.
If we detect the occlusion, we focus the distance between the palm points of arm template. Let (xr,, yr,)
be the palm point of the right arm, (xl,, yl,) be the
left. The distance D is defined as:

If the value of D is bigger than a threshold, we resume
tracking the occluded hand. In this procedure, we restrict the search area of occluded hand to the neighborhood of the palm point of the arm template and
perform template matching with the template which is
stored before the hands are crossing.
As an experiment, we track the palm motion from
the same image sequences as in Figure 4, and show
the tracking result in Figure 5. In this figure, white
lines show the arm tracking results. When hands are
crossing(Figure 5(b)), we stop tracking the occluded
hand(1eft hand). When the left hand is found in the image, we start tracking the left hand again(Figure 5(c)).
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Conclusion

We have proposed a stereo tracking method by
template matching for measuring the accurate threedimensional positions. We set a search area in the
three-dimensional space, perform the template matching at the points that are projected onto an image plane
from the search area, and track a moving palm by finding the correspondence between right and left images.

We also use the arm tracking result t o solve the occlusion of hands. Using this method, we can obtain the
accurate three-dimensional trajectories and track the
palm which occluded by crossing hands.
In this study, we do not allow the rotation, expansion and reduction of the palm template. If the palm
slants or moves toward the cameras, the accuracy of
the trajectory becomes low since the similarity of the
template matching becomes low. To solve this problem, we will try to allow a template to change its size.
The update of the template size is left for our future
work.
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